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Abstract14

In mountainous environments, slow-moving landslides (velocities <100 m/yr) are a ma-15

jor concern for local populations. Rainfall is often the dominant forcing, and often re-16

sult in major changes in kinematics which can mask smaller signals related to internal17

forcings. We focus here on a major (> 40 Mm3) slow-moving landslide in the desert of18

southern Peru, and take advantage of this arid environment to study the internal pro-19

cesses affecting landslide kinematics. We first estimate the ground displacement from time-20

series analysis of Landsat-8 images, spanning a 5.7 year period. Systematic artifacts in21

the optical time-series are shown to correlate with topography, as well as vary season-22

ally. We apply a novel procedure for correcting these artifacts, which significantly reduces23

noise in the resulting time-series, thereby allowing us to precisely resolve landslide dis-24

placements. We find landslide velocities of up to 35 m/yr, with complex non-linear inter-25

annual pattern, including a period of rapid acceleration. We validate our optically-derived26

time-series using GNSS field measurements, and find uncertainties (RMSE) on the mov-27

ing mass of 1.12 to 1.55 m. Sudden acceleration of the landslide body after March 201628

may originate from a mass collapse due to retrogression of the headscarp. By coupling29

sparse 3D GNSS measurements with dense 2D optical time-series data, we show that the30

headscarp retrogression acts like a wedge, resulting in domino-like tilting of the down-31

ward blocks, and accelerates basal sliding over two years. These observations reveal that32

the dynamics of this retrogressive landslide are predominantly controlled by sediment33

supply, and that succession of retrogressive and advancing motions is a self entrainment34

process.35

1 Introduction36

Slow-moving landslides (< 100 m/yr (Cruden & Varnes, 1996)) pose a major on-37

going threat for local populations, preventing agricultural irrigation, damaging roads and38

infrastructure. These landslides show a large diversity in kinematics (e.g. periods of quiessence39

and acceleration), and can sometimes evolve toward catastrophic failure (Hendron & Pat-40

ton, 1985). Many examples reveal that most catastrophic landslides are preceeded by41

a phase of creep, characteristic of slow-moving landslides (Federico et al., 2012). As a42

consequence the study of slow-moving landslides may lead a better understanding of the43

physical processes governing both slow and rapid landslides (Palmer, 2017). In recent44

years, various studies of slow-moving landslides (e.g. Iverson & Major, 1987; Reid, 1994;45

Schulz et al., 2009; Handwerger et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2014; Lacroix et al., 2014; Handw-46

erger et al., 2015; Lacroix et al., 2015; Bennett et al., 2016; Zerathe et al., 2016) have47

revealed a rich diversity in kinematics, with various forcing factors, e.g. rainfall, earth-48

quakes, glacial retreat, and anthropogenic activity. These forcings act over a wide va-49

riety of time-scales, from seconds (earthquakes (Lacroix et al., 2014)), to several decades50

(glacial retreat (Strozzi et al., 2010)), thus making their study challenging.51

Landslide motion is often interpreted to occur as a direct consequence of external52

forcing factors (e.g. Reid, 1994; Handwerger et al., 2013; Hsu et al., 2014; Lacroix et al.,53

2014; Handwerger et al., 2015; Zerathe et al., 2016), such as rainfall or ground shaking54

(i.e. from earthquakes). However, different internal processes may also influence land-55

slide motion; e.g. progressive failure is thought play a key role in the initiation of land-56

slide motion (Amitrano, 2004; Eberhardt et al., 2004; Lacroix & Amitrano, 2013; Carey57

& Petley, 2014; Gischig et al., 2016). Redistribution of mass within a moving landslide58

can also continuously modify the stress field, leading to complex variations in landslide59

motion (Booth et al., 2018); e.g. destabilization of the headscarp at the rear of the land-60

slide can occur by removal of the lateral confining pressure, in turn leading to landslide61

development by retrogression of its headscarp (e.g. Locat et al., 2011). Some studies also62

highlight that in clay-rich sediments, debris coming from outside the landslide can lead63

to destabilization through the generation of dynamic perturbations of already high pore64

pressures (in undrained conditions, e.g. Iverson & LaHusen, 1989; Booth et al., 2018)65
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— this effect is well-known for sub-marine landslides (e.g. Mountjoy et al., 2009; Urge-66

les & Camerlenghi, 2013). However, few previous studies have investigated the effect of67

retrogressive motions on the advancing body mass for stiffer materials typical of terres-68

trial landslides. To address this issue, we focus our study on the in-situ observation and69

analysis of a slow moving landslide in southern Peru.70

Studying the internal processes leading to landslide development through in-situ71

observations is limited by two factors. First, the internal processes can last for many years,72

making them challenging to measure (e.g. Lacroix & Amitrano, 2013). Second, the land-73

slide dynamics are often affected by external factors, particularly precipitation (e.g. Iver-74

son, 2000), which can mask any subtle signals related to internal processes. Studying ac-75

tive landslides in arid regions, where rainfall plays a limited role on landslide develop-76

ment, can help to isolate the contribution made by internal processes on the dynamics77

of landslides. Slow-moving landslides are somewhat understudied in desert regions, in78

part due to the low population densities, and consequently low impact of these landslides79

on local populations. We focus here on a very-large (>40 Mm3) slow-moving landslide80

(Siguas) in southern Peru, in one of the driest areas on Earth. This landslide was pre-81

viously reported by Hermanns et al. (2012), who attributed its initiation to vast irriga-82

tion programs. In this study, we take advantage of the limited natural external forcings83

(i.e. precipitation) and the known anthropogenic forcing (irrigation) acting on this land-84

slide, to study the internal processes involved in its recent development.85

We base our analysis of the Siguas landslide on the detailed monitoring of its kine-86

matics. Landslide kinematics can be estimated using different approaches, e.g. using ground-87

based GNSS monitoring, or remote sensing-based methods, i.e. radar (e.g. Hilley et al.,88

2004; Calabro et al., 2010) or optical images (e.g. Delacourt et al., 2004; Stumpf et al.,89

2014; Lacroix et al., 2015). For landslide studies, optical images have the advantage of90

a close to nadir (i.e.. vertical incidence) viewing geometry, allowing geomorphic processes91

to be monitored on steep slopes. Furthermore, correlation of optical imagery is less sen-92

sitive than InSAR to decorrelation resulting from large motions, or from long time pe-93

riods between image acquisitions. Landslide motion can be inferred by the correlation94

of multiple-date optical images, leading to a time-series of ground motions which reveal95

the spatial evolution of the landslide, with uncertainties of between 1/8th and half of a96

pixel, depending on the sensor (e.g. Stumpf et al., 2014). The recent development of time-97

series analysis in optical image correlation takes advantage of the redundancy of data98

to provide robust displacement time-series; uncertainties can be reduced by more than99

30% compared with pair-wise time-series analysis when using medium resolution SPOT1-100

5 satellites over time-periods of ∼30 years (Bontemps et al., 2018). The use of modern101

medium-resolution satellite data, such as Sentinel-2 or Landsat-7/8 images (with high102

temporal sampling every 5 and 8 days at the equator, respectively) has also been used103

in a pairwise processing to derive time-series of ground surface displacement (e.g. De-104

hecq et al., 2015; Fahnestock et al., 2015; Lacroix et al., 2018). However, exploitation105

of the full data redundancy to generate robust optical time-series has been little utilized106

for modern multi-temporal optical satellite datasets. Recently, Altena et al. (2018) made107

use of a similar time-series inversion approach to Bontemps et al. (2018), to study ground108

deformation of glaciers using Landsat8 imagery. In this study, we develop robust time-109

series using Landsat8 data to derive spatio-temporal kinematic variations of a slow-moving110

landslide.111

The rapid re-visit interval of Landsat8 should present a promising opportunity for112

monitoring landslides, either for detecting transient motions that may consitute precur-113

sors to rapid landslides (Lacroix et al., 2018), or for studying seasonal and longer-term114

landslide behaviour.115

Uncertainties in landslide motion obtained with Landsat-7/8 and Sentinel-2 satel-116

lites are not well documented. Two previous estimations on stable areas using Sentinel-117

2 data shows a standard deviation of ∼1.5 m in France (Lacroix et al., 2018) and between118
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2.6 to 3.8 m in Greenland (Kaab et al., 2016). However, these values are not necesar-119

ily representative of the motion uncertainty everywhere in the image, especially for a small120

and heterogeneous moving mass, such as a landslide, or glacier. Indeed, a previous study121

using Landsat-7 correlation data, (Dehecq et al., 2015) showed that uncertainties on mov-122

ing glaciers are two times greater than in stable areas. In the context of growing inter-123

est for high-frequency optical satellite data (which offer frequent, medium (10–15 m) res-124

olution, global sampling with open data access), there is a strong need to validate the125

ground motion measurements that can be obtained with such datasets.126

In this study we aim both at (1) validating the use of Landsat-8 optical time-series127

for measuring landslide kinematics, and (2) studying the internal processes that impact128

landslide development. We first compute time-series of landslide motion over a period129

of 5.7 years using Landsat-8 data, which we then validate by comparison with GNSS cam-130

paign data. We finally study the inter-annual and transient variability in kinematics. This131

analysis highlights the relation between the landslide main scarp retrogression and the132

advancing landslide body.133

2 Regional Settings134

The Siguas landslide is located in southern Peru (-16.368oN 72.128oW), at an el-135

evation of ∼1300 m, within a vast alluvial plateau incised by a 150 m deep narrow val-136

ley dating from the Pleistocene (Figure 1). The material is formed by sediments from137

the Moquegua Formation (Cenozoic), and alluvial quaternary deposits made up of Pleis-138

tocene conglomerates interbedded with sands and ignimbrites. The area is one of the dri-139

est deserts on Earth, with very little precipitation (the nearby automatic weather sta-140

tions from NOAA situated in Ilo and Nazca, in the same climatic context as Siguas val-141

ley, show mean annual precipitations of 0.8 and 0.04 cm/yr, respectively, for the 2013-142

2018 period). Vast irrigation programs, starting in 1981, resulted in water infiltration143

on the valley walls. This infiltration activated different mega landslides (about 40 Mm3
144

(Hermanns et al., 2012)) including the Siguas landslide (Figure 2). The first signs of slope145

failure were documented in 2004 (Araujo, 2017), where the lower part of the slope re-146

vealed cracks, secondary small scarps, and water infiltration from irrigation as a conse-147

quence of saturation of the weak slope sediments. The landslide developed rapidly af-148

ter 2004 through a retrogressive motion of its headscarp, which is now affecting various149

infrastructures at its crown. The headscarp is now located (Figure 1): (1) 6 m from a150

major irrigation canal, which was consequently abandoned in the first months of 2017,151

(2) ∼50 m from the panamerican road — the main peruvian north-south communica-152

tion way, and (3) ∼75 m from a milk factory that produces 40% of the total peruvian153

national supply. Irrigation volumes vary slightly over the 2013-2018 period with an an-154

nual mean between 9.3 and 11.3 m3/s, varying seasonally between 7 and 13.7 m3/s (Fig-155

ure 3).156

Due to the potential impact of the Siguas landslide to the region, precise monitor-157

ing began in 2015 with campaign GNSS (see section 3.3). A technical report (Araujo,158

2017) concluded on different mitigation work that must be undertaken at short, middle159

and long-term periods. This includes deviation of the canal and the panamerican road,160

and installation of vertical wells (225 m deep) to drain the infiltrated water.161

3 Data and Methods162

3.1 Landsat-8 optical satellite data and processing163

We obtained 51 Landsat-8 panchromatic images (15 m resolution) covering the Siguas164

region from the USGS EarthExplorer website. Each image was acquired on the same or-165

bital track with a nadir view-geometry, and cropped to cover the same region of 12×9 km2
166

centered on the Siguas landslide. The sequence of images spans 5.7 years, beginning in167
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road

canal

Milk factory

Fig. 2

A B

Figure 1. (a) General digital elevation model of the study area, and (b) zoom over the Siguas

landslide. White circles indicate the GNSS markers, and arrows show the displacement vectors

calculated over 1.5 years of GNSS campaigns (2015/11/22-2017/05/22). The white stripe shows

the Panamerican road. The blue line shows the canal. The blue square shows the location of the

milk factory. View direction for Figure 2 is shown. The altitude contours are spaced every 20 m.

Figure 2. Picture of the Siguas landslide head scarp from 17 April 2016, looking down toward

the landslide toe. Position of the camera view is shown in Figure 1b.
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March 2013 and ending in December 2018 (see SI). The images are delivered as an or-168

thorectified product (i.e. resampled to remove topographic effects from the images), which169

are all aligned to a common grid.170

To retrieve a displacement time-series from the available Landsat-8 imagery, we fol-171

low the correlation and inversion methodology described by Bontemps et al. (2018). We172

first correlate all possible image combinations (within a one year period), before remov-173

ing any global mis-registration errors, and striping artifacts from mis-alignment of the174

CCD arrays on the Landsat-8 sensor (e.g. Leprince et al., 2008), before inverting the re-175

dundant system to provide a robust and unbiased time-series.176

Each image pair was correlated in the frequency domain from the phase shift in177

low-frequency content within a multi-scale sliding window (64 by 32 pixels) using the COSI-178

Corr software package (Leprince et al., 2007). The correlation window sizes were cho-179

sen to (1) maximize the correlation potential between the two images (i.e. large windows),180

(2) maximize the spatial detail in resolved ground motion (i.e. small windows), (3) min-181

imize correlation bias associated with very small windows, which can clip the low-frequency182

content, and (4) minimize the difference with GNSS campaign displacements (see sec-183

tion 3.3). Each correlation consists of a spatial map of EW and NS ground displacements184

(corresponding to pixel shifts in column and row), as well as correlation score which is185

updated in an iterative way to remove outliers (see Leprince et al., 2007); points with186

correlation scores below 0.7 were discarded. The correlation processing yields 608 sep-187

arate displacement maps spanning 37 time-steps only. This redundant system of displace-188

ments is inverted pixelwise to estimate the displacement on the 37 different time peri-189

ods (Bontemps et al., 2018). Each displacement field is weighted as a function of the time190

difference (∆t) between the two images of the pair to take into account for increasing191

decorrelation (and associated noise) with time; we use the weight W in the following form:192

W (∆t) =
1

(1 + ∆t2)2
(1)

3.2 Stereo Pléiades DEM193

We use a stereo pair of Pléiades images acquired on 29thof May 2015, over an area194

of 309 km2 to compute a high resolution 2-m digital elevation model (DEM). The stereo195

pairs are characterized by a baseline to height ratio (B/H) of 0.24 (e.g. Lacroix et al.,196

2013). Such low value of B/H makes the pair highly suitable for DEM generation, with197

minimal sampling problems on steep slopes (Lacroix et al., 2015). Previous studies us-198

ing Pléiades pairs with B/H around 0.2-0.3 show DEM relative uncertainties on vegetation-199

free areas of 0.7–0.9 m (Berthier et al., 2014; Lacroix et al., 2015).200

We use the open-source software Ames Stereo Pipeline developed by NASA (Shean201

et al., 2016), and the methodology developed in Lacroix (2016) to generate the DEM.202

We first orthorectify the images using a low resolution DEM (30 m), to remove the long-203

wavelength stereo component. Correlation of the resulting ortho-images allows a more204

efficient retrieval of the higher-frequency stereo component, which is then used to refine205

the low resolution DEM. This iterative process also helps to reduce artifacts on steep slopes206

(Lacroix, 2016).207

3.3 GNSS data208

A network of 26 markers was installed on the landslide (Figure 1) and measured209

7 times in between November 2015 and May 2017 (see SI) using precise GNSS campaigns210

(RTK GNSS with baselines less than 2 km). Uncertainties are centimetric, except for211

two of the markers (points #1 and #21), which display higher error and were thus re-212

moved from our analysis. The average time separation between the GNSS campaigns and213

Landsat-8 acquisitions is ∼8 days (20 days maximum).214
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4 Results215

4.1 Landsat-8 optical displacement time series: initial results216

The time series of the EW and NS components are shown in Figure 3 for a single217

location in the middle of the landslide body, representative of the landslide motion. We218

observe that the displacement is not linear with time (Figure 3a and 3b). The time-series219

is composed of three main signals: (1) a seasonal oscillation (Figure 3c), with metric am-220

plitudes, and a high degree of spatial variability across the area, (2) a sudden acceler-221

ation between March and July 2016 (Figures 3 and 4), and (3) an inter-annual non-linear222

trend that increases with time, particularly following the period of rapid acceleration (Fig-223

ures 3 and 4).224
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Figure 3. Horizontal motion for one selected point on the middle of the landslide over the

5.7 years of Landsat-8 images. A: Time-series of displacement anomaly (in m). The displace-

ment anomaly is expressed relatively to a reference (zero displacement) taken in September 2015.

Northward and Eastward are positive motions. Dashed lines represent the non-linear trend fitted

to the data as well as the May 2016 offset. B: Time-series of displacement anomaly (in m) along

EW and NS directions once the trend and the May 2016 offset are removed. The dashed curves

represent the fitted sinusoid to the seasonal displacement. C: Mean monthly irrigation flow rates

(in m3/s) of the Pampa Majes canal.
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Figure 4. Displacement anomaly of horizontal motion relatively to a reference taken in March

2016, at three locations on the landslide (top, middle, lower part) for a period around May 2016.

The plain lines show the best fit of the mathematical model combining the sudden acceleration

and the linear trends before and after this sudden event (see text and equation 4 for details of

the different parameters).

4.2 Landsat-8 optical displacement time series: data decomposition and225

post-processing226

To evaluate the amplitudes and the origins of the seasonal oscillations, the sudden227

acceleration, and longer-term increase in landslide motion, we model the observed vari-228

ations at each pixel (i,j) and for each component c (i.e. EW or NS) using several basis229

functions. The seasonal component Si,j,c(t) is modelled using the following function:230

Si,j,c(t) = Ai,j,c ∗ cos(ωt+ Φi,j,c) (2)

where ω = 2π
365.25 is the oscilation frequency and A and Φ are the amplitude and day231

of the year of the seasonal motion peak.232

The sudden acceleration Acci,j,c(t) is modelled using an exponential function of time:233

Acci,j,c(t) = Bi,j,c[exp−αi,j,c(t−t0i,j,c)−1] if t > t0 (3)

where αi,j,c is the characteristic time of the decay, and t0i,j,c is the time of the sudden234

motion initiation.235

Because of the non-linear inter-annual evolution of the landslide, it is challenging236

to model the entire time-series with a simple mathematical function. Therefore, we es-237

timate the different components successively:238

1. To evaluate the characteristics of the sudden acceleration, we first approximate239

the inter-annual motion as a linear trend for the year before March 2016 (of ve-240

locity v1) and for the year after July 2016 (of velocity v2). The displacement val-241

ues (Dc, where c denotes either the EW or the NS component) for each pixel (i,j)242

can then be expressed by (Figure 4):243

Di,j,c(t) = v1i,j,c × t+ a1i,j,c if 15/03/2015 < t < 15/03/2016 (4)
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Di,j,c(t) = v2i,j,c × t+ a2i,j,c +Acc(t) if 21/07/2017 > t > 21/07/2016 (5)

where a1i,j,c and a2i,j,c are inverted parameters of the linear fit.244

We then estimate the different parameters Bi,j,c, αi,j,c, t0i,j,c, v1i,j,c, v2i,j,c, a1i,j,c,245

a2i,j,c by minimizing the difference between the model and the observations. This246

mimization, using the L2 norm, is first made using a grid search before optimiza-247

tion using a gradient descent method. Constraints are given to the different pa-248

rameters; in particular, we impose the α and t0 terms to be the same for both EW249

and NS components. We also impose the t0 initial guess to be between 2016/03/15250

and 2016/05/02, as observed in the Landsat-8 time-series (Figure 4). Moreover,251

we impose the BEW and BNS terms to have the same ratio as the v2EW and v2NS252

ratio. We therefore assume that the orientation of the suddden acceleration is sim-253

ilar to that of the general motion. This assumption is verified with the GNSS mea-254

surements.255

2. To extract the seasonal motion from the time-series, we first remove the modelled256

acceleration Acc(t) from the initial time-series. We then estimate the non-linear257

inter-annual displacement by smoothing the observed time-series using a kernel258

of 13 months. We remove this smoothed time-series. Finally, we fit the seasonal259

component using a sinusoidal function spanning the entire observation period us-260

ing equation 2, which reveals the amplitude and phase of the seasonal motion at261

each pixel.262

This two step process is iterated twice to provide more robust results. The second263

iteration is made on the initial time-series with the first seasonal oscillation iteration re-264

moved.265

Finally, we define the longer term acceleration for one year following 15th March266

2016, and 1st July 2016 (before/after the sudden acceleration), expressed in percent of267

the initial value, by:268

LTA =
v2c − v1c

v1c
∗ 100 (6)

Similarly we define the longer term acceleration LTA2 over a year between the periods269

2015/03/15-2016/03/15 and 2017/07/01-2018/07/01.270

4.3 Landsat-8 optical displacement time series: seasonal oscillations271

The amplitude of the seasonal oscillation can reach up to 5 m, and displays a large272

variability over the entire area covered by the correlation. The oscillations affect both273

the landslide and surrounding stable regions. Furthermore, on the landslide the seasonal274

oscillation is not oriented in the direction of the landslide motion. Finally, no clear sea-275

sonal oscillation is observed in the GNSS time-series on the landslide. These three ob-276

servations suggest the oscillations are not related to landslide motion, but are in fact ar-277

tifacts related to the Landsat-8 data. We can thus exclude the seasonal variations of the278

irrigation volume as the cause of the observed seasonal oscillation. Seasonal irrigation279

could influence the landslide kinematics, albeit with lower amplitudes than the seasonal280

signal observed here. Previous studies have noted similar artifacts in correlations made281

with very-high resolution satellite images, especially on steep slopes or near tree cover282

where there is dramatic variation in cast shadows (Delacourt et al., 2004; Lacroix et al.,283

2015). In medium-resolution satellite data, similar artifacts have also been reported by284

Hollingsworth et al. (2017), who suppressed the noise substantially by correlating im-285

ages only acquired at the same point in the season, thereby minimizing differences in il-286

lumination properties. Bontemps et al. (2018) also report a substantial increase in noise287

when correlating images acquired at different seasons. Given that the Siguas region is288

largely free of vegetation, we therefore suggest that the seasonal pattern observed here289

is due to an artifact originating from changing illumination conditions between scene ac-290
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quisitions. Because the casting of shadows is strongly controlled by the interaction of in-291

cidence light with a 3D object, we expect the shadow content within a satellite image292

to correlate strongly with topography. Consequently, shadows will contribute to frequency293

content of a satellite image, and in turn influence the correlator when used to retrieve294

ground displacements. To address the origin of this signal and correct it, we estimate295

the relation between the oscillation amplitudes and the topography. We plot the ampli-296

tude of the oscillation estimated in the EW and NS time-series as a function of the slope297

gradient and aspect calculated over a DEM at 2 m resolution (Figure 5). We show the298

amplitude averaged over all pixels for each slope gradient and aspect class. We clearly299

note that amplitudes are higher for larger slopes, and for slopes oriented southward, i.e.300

away from the sun. The NS amplitudes are also twice as large as the EW amplitudes.301 EW Seasonal Amplitude (m)0.20.40.60.811.2 NS Seasonal Amplitude (m)0.511.522.5N WSE 50°N WSE 90°0° slope gradient50° 90°0° slope gradientA B W EW E
Figure 5. Amplitudes of the seasonal motion oscillations along EW (A) and NS (B) direc-

tions, represented as a function of the slope gradient (radial axis) and slope aspects (polar axis)

of the topography calculated over the Pléiades DEM.

These observations emphasize the effect of changing shadows present within the302

Landsat-8 images. Indeed, Landsat-8 images are all acquired at 10:15 am local time, at303

which point the azimuth angle is oriented ∼030oN, which is exactly opposite to the slopes304

displaying the largest seasonal amplitudes (Figure 5). Furthermore, the elevation angles305

vary by about 20 degrees between summer and winter at these latitudes, causing the shad-306

ows from steep objects (see picture from Figure 2) to vary in size. Those variations are307

even larger when south-facing slope angles increase (in the southern hemisphere).308

These observations account well for the seasonal variations in apparent displace-309

ment in the NS component, but less well for the EW component. In particular, the sun310

azimuth also varies between summer and winter, and should also cause the EW compo-311

nent to vary (albeit to a lesser extent). However, the topography is quite irregular, sug-312

gesting that non-linear effects may arise from the interaction between complex surface313

topography and sun illumination characteristics.314

Finally, to isolate the real displacement signals relating to landslide kinematics, we315

remove the seasonal oscillations from our time-series by substracting the best-fit sine wave316

over the whole time-series period.317

4.4 Uncertainties of the Landsat-8 optical displacement time series318

The Landsat-8 displacement time-series are compared to the GNSS measurements319

obtained on seven different dates. We compare both the raw time-series and the time-320
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series corrected from the seasonal oscillation. As seen in section 4.3, part of this seasonal321

oscillation is an artifact originating from the images used in the correlation. Because the322

dates of Landsat-8 and GNSS measurements can differ by up to 20 days (8 days in av-323

erage), we interpolate the Landsat-8 displacement time-series on the GNSS campaign324

dates using linear interpolation. The comparison in both EW and NS directions is shown325

on Figure 6 and Table 1. The comparison shows a clear linear correlation, with a slope326

of the linear regression close to 1 (0.97 and 1.02) for both datasets, thus highlighting the327

potential of medium-resolution satellite data with high temporal sampling to retrieve land-328

slide motion from space. The uncertainties evaluated by the RMSE between satellite and329

fields measurements yields values of 1.12 m (NS) and 1.55 m (EW), respectively; about330

one tenth of the input pixel resolution. This value is therefore better than previous es-331

timates using medium resolution images over longer time-periods (Bontemps et al., 2018).332

It must be noted that the linear fit tends closer to 1, and the uncertainty is reduced by333

50% when the seasonal correction is removed from the NS component (Table 1). This334

emphasizes the periodic bias introduced by the seasonal variation in illumination con-335

ditions.336

Nevertheless, the error statistics for the EW component are not significantly im-337

proved by removing the seasonal signal. This could result from either (1) an artifact pro-338

duced when the images are constructed (the orbit of Landsat-8 is aligned almost along339

the NS direction at our latitude of study area), (2) the non-linear influence of sun illu-340

mination on the EW component, and/or (3) difficulties in robustly quantifying the EW341

component of the seasonal illumination due to its lower amplitude compared with the342

NS component (see Figure 5).343

The spatial variation of the uncertainty (RMSE) also shows larger errors close by344

the headscarp and at the bottom part of the landslide, close by a main secondary scarp345

(Figure 7). This highlights the effect of the correlation window size in areas of strong346

velocity heterogeneities (Bontemps et al., 2018).347
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Figure 6. Time-series of displacement anomaly (in m) from GNNS and Landsat-8 satellites

for both the NS and the EW component (Eastward and Southward are positive), for 3 selected

points on the Siguas landslide: on the upper part (A), on the middle part (B), at the landslide

toe (C). The satellite time-series are corrected from their seasonal oscillation.

4.5 Landslide motions348

For each pixel of the image, we compute the mean annual velocity and mean dis-349

placement orientation over the whole time-series (Figure 8). The mean annual velocity350

over the landslide reaches up to 35 m/year. The mean orientation is 140oN except on351
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Figure 7. RMSE (in m) between GNNS and Landsat-8 measurements for both the EW (left)

and the NS (right) components, calculated over the 7 dates of the GNSS campaigns.

Table 1. Statistics of errors between field and satellite measurements. β denotes the coefficient

of the linear regression between field and satellite measurements.

processing level RMSE EW (m) RMSE NS (m) β EW β NS

raw time-series 1.55 2.24 1.02 0.90

seasonal oscillation corrected 1.55 1.12 1.02 0.97
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the lower limits of the landslide, where orientations indicate a spreading of the material352

across the valley floor with a flow-like pattern of deformation at the landslide toe (Fig-353

ure 8). The area affected by the landslide motion is about 0.9 km2. Its volume was pre-354

viously estimated at ∼40 Mm3 (Araujo, 2017) using a simple difference of two DEMs355

from 1996 and 2017. This volume is therefore certainly underestimated, because it does356

not take into account the center part of the landslide, where no ablation or accumula-357

tion occurs. The landslide consists of multiple rotational slides, with retrogressive mo-358

tion of the head-scarp, and advancing motion of the body mass. The retrogressive mo-359

tion is illustrated by the large acceleration at the headscarp after mid 2016 (section 4.6)360

and by the large change of morphology after a major displacement of the landslide crown361

(Figure 2). Using a visual analyisis of Landsat8 images, 10 m resolution multispectral362

bands of Sentinel-2A satellite, and a field visit on 17th of April 2016, we can isolate the363

time-period for initiation of the headscarp retrogression between 31st March and 17th364

April 2016.365

−72˚09'36"

−72˚09'36"

−72˚09'00"

−72˚09'00"

−16˚22'12" −16˚22'12"

1 km

0 10 20 30 40

velocity (m/yr)

Figure 8. Mean annual velocity over the 5.7 years of Landsat-8 time-series (2013-2018). The

vectors show the direction of the landslide flow. The circle refers to the point where time-series

are shown in Figure 3.

4.6 April 2016 acceleration366

Decomposing our time-series into several key signals (section 4.2) allows us to es-367

timate two types of accelerations at two different time-scales (Figure 4): (1) a sudden368

acceleration in March-July 2016 (Equation 3, Figure 9), and (2) a longer acceleration369

after July 2016 (Equation 6). The following changes in velocity are also present in the370

GNSS time-series, albeit with a lower time resolution (Figure 10):371

• The horizontal GNSS velocity shows an acceleration of the landslide over the whole372

period of observation.373

• The horizontal GNSS velocity displays a period of higher velocities between February-374

July 2016. This transient motion appears to initiate earlier at the headscarp than375

downscarp. This transient motion is also clearly visible on the vertical component376
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of the GNSS, with an anomaly of all the points compared to the mean vertical ve-377

locity between February-July 2016. This anomaly (for all the points except five378

of them located on the lower part of the landslide) even shows an uplift of the land-379

slide (positive vertical motion) in the period February-May 2016, followed by an380

important subsidence event in the period May-July 2016. The transient uplift is381

quantified by looking at the dip angle anomaly (angle of the motion vector in the382

vertical plane) during the February-May period (see Figures 10 and 11). The dip383

anomaly is clearly much larger close to the headscarp, reaching almost +30o, be-384

fore decreasing downscarp, with a ∼10o anomaly in the middle of the slope. The385

lower part of the landslide displays more heterogeneous values, highlighting the386

complex structural character in this part of the slide.387
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Figure 9. Characteristics of the transient motion of March-May 2016: (a) Magnitude (in m),

(b) Initiation time. The grayed areas are pixels where the processing leads to no data.

The total horizontal magnitude (
√
B2
i,j,c=EW +B2

i,j,c=NS) of the sudden acceler-388

ation Acc calculated from the satellite time-series reaches 15 m close to the headscarp,389

and decreases progressively downward in the landslide mass (Figure 9). The compari-390

son of the velocity around this period estimated from Landsat-8 and GNSS is shown in391

Figure 10. The two datasets are consistent across the lower part of the landslide, dis-392

playing more variation towards the head of the landslide. For instance, at GNSS point393

#6, a clear discrepancy occurs in the horizontal velocity between January-June 2016 (Fig-394

ure 10a). Furthermore, the onset of landslide acceleration at the headscarp is observed395

earlier on the Landsat-8 time-series than the GNSS time-series.396

Our analysis also allows us to quantify the acceleration on an annual time-scale be-397

fore and after the 2016 acceleration event. The parameter LTA (equation 6) gives the398

change in velocity between the 2016-2017 period and the 2015-2016 period. It shows the399

headblock accelerating by more than 600% and a general and significant acceleration over400

the whole landslide mass (Figure 12a). 2016-2017 velocities increase by +135% just be-401

low the headscarp, and +50% below the main landslide mass compared to 2015-2016 ve-402

locities. This yearly acceleration is also observed in the GNSS time-series (Figure 10);403

however the GNSS analysis is somewhat limited due to the short coverage of the GNSS404

observations prior to March 2016, thus impacting the annual 2015-2016 velocity estima-405

tion. The 2017-2018 velocities indicate the motion is progressively slowing down, return-406

ing to its previous 2016 values by the end of 2018 (Figure 12b).407
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Figure 10. Time-series of horizontal motion (A-B-C) at 3 GNSS locations (Headscarp (Point

6), Middle (Point 9) and landslide toe (Point 20), located in Figure 11), aligned along an up-

down profile in the landslide mass. In subplots (A,B,C) black dots corresponds to GNSS mea-

surements, and red dots to the Landsat8 time-series. Subplots (D,E,F) represent the velocity

vector measured by GNSS, decomposed as a magnitude (black curve) and a vertical angle (blue

curve). The dash dotted blue line corresponds to the dip (vertical angle) anomaly observed in

between February and May 2016, and represented in Figure 11.

5 Discussion408

Our observations indicate multiple time-scales of landslide evolution. Initiation of409

the landslide has previously been suggested to result from water infiltration from irri-410

gation (Hermanns et al., 2012). This conclusion is also consistent with the prevalent lo-411

cation of active landslides on the north-western flanks of the valley, where irrigation pro-412

grams are in operation. The first signs of landslide activity were visible in 2004, 23 years413

after the beginning of irrigation in the area. We also notice the landslide initiates directly414

after the installation of the milk factory. This observation suggests that either (1) the415

observed motion is a direct effect of the milk factory installation and subsequent release416

of ground water, or (2) that water infiltration by irrigation has a long time delay before417

it begins to trigger landslides. In both cases, water infiltration coming from anthropogenic418

forcing must be a predominant cause of destabilization in highly weathered sediments419

found in dry deserts.420

The mean pattern of velocity over the whole time-period suggests an advancing mo-421

tion of the landslide mass, with velocities increasing toward the toe (Figure 8). This pat-422

tern is classically observed in landslides affecting incised river valleys (e.g. Lacroix et al.,423

2015), and can be explained either by thinner sediments occuring close by the landslide424

toe, and/or evacuation of sediments by river erosion.425

The sudden acceleration of the landslide body observed in March-May 2016 does426

not coincide with any increase in rainfall or irrigation volume (Figure 3), thus preclud-427

ing variation in water-flow as the trigger for acceleration. However, the sudden acceler-428

ation is well correlated with the timing of the headscarp retrogression estimated from429

a combination of Sentinel-2/Landsat8 images and a field survey between 31/03/2016 and430

17/04/2016. GNSS data also show an upward motion immediately prior to the acceler-431
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Figure 11. Anomaly of vertical angle (in dregrees), calculated for all the GNSS time-series

in between February and May 2016 (see text and Figure 10 for explanation). The red and white

triangles shows the location of the GNSS markers whose time-series are represented in Figure 10.

The red dashed line shows the location of the cross-section represented in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Velocity increment (expressed in percentage of the initial velocity value) between

the period March 2015 - March 2016 and the period A: July 2016-June 2017 or B: July 2017-June

2018. The grayed areas are pixels where the processing leads to no data.
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ation phase, which indicates that the mechanism of this acceleration is different from just432

a progressive motion. Furthermore, the landslide acceleration is larger (in percentage of433

the mean motion) upward than downward, which indicates the forcing is situated close434

to the landslide headscarp. Therefore, we conclude the landslide acceleration is caused435

by headscarp retrogression.436

This sudden acceleration is also followed by higher velocities of the landslide, at437

least over annual scales (Figure 12). This highlights the effect of the headscarp retro-438

gression and subsequent supply of sediment to the landslide mass. Previous studies also439

noticed an acceleration of landslide movements following a period of sediment supply,440

based on debris flows on the landslide body (Booth et al., 2018), or the triggering of de-441

bris flow after sediment supply (Budetta, 2010). In these different cases, the timing of442

the onset of acceleration is not clearly resolved, which makes the interpretation of the443

activation mechanism challenging. On the Siguas landslide, the two different time-scales444

of acceleration suggest two physical processes are operating in the landslide; during, and445

following the headscarp collapse. The observed pattern of motion also shows that the446

destabilization is a self-entrainment process, where the motion of the advancing land-447

slide mass destabilizes the headscarp, that then supplies sediment to the landslide body,448

resulting in acceleration. Our time-series also shows the landslide velocity progressively449

slows down, reaching in 2018 almost similar values than those before the sudden event.450

These observations highlight a relaxation process for the acceleration pulse that lasts at451

least 2 years. We can expect this retrogressive motion to stop after several iterations,452

since the newly generated blocks at the headscarp become less and less deep because of453

the flat terrain at the crown of the landslide. In steeper terrains, this self-entrainment454

process could be much longer to vanish.455

The time-series of displacements documented here present a unique opportunity456

to study the interaction between the advancing and retrogressive motion of a landslide457

body and headscarp, respectively. Timing of the headscarp retrogression shows that the458

headscarp motion initiated in the first 17 days of April 2016, which is consistent with459

the date indicated in our Landsat-8 time-series, for the top of the landslide mass (see Fig-460

ure 9). This date is actually not consistent with the GNSS observations in the same area.461

On the upper part of the landslide mass, close to the headscarp, the acceleration is ob-462

served on the Landsat-8 time-series before the GNSS data (Figure 10). Furthermore, the463

Landsat-8 time-series display larger motions than GNSS in the period February-June 2016464

at the headscarp (Figure 6A). During this time period the landslide mass and its head-465

scarps have very distinct motions (Figure 10). The size of the correlation windows used466

here (32 pixels, i.e. 480 m) encompass areas of heterogeneous velocity. Therefore, we sus-467

pect the difference between the Landsat-8 and GNSS time-series at the headscarp is due468

to the very different spatial scale over which the measurements were made, as already469

shown by previous studies (e.g. Bontemps et al., 2018). Strong image decorrelation also470

affects these measurements, further highlighting the large differential motions between471

the headscarp and its surroundings. This analysis suggests that the observed displace-472

ment time-series at the top of the landslide mass partly measures the velocity of the head-473

block. Furthermore, horizontal velocities at the top of the landslide body show a longer474

period of acceleration than downwscarp, in the center of the landslide body; lasting from475

January to June 2016 (Figure 10). Taken together, these observations all indicate that476

the headblock follows a gradual motion with time, and not a sudden collapse. This con-477

clusion is also confirmed by the general oberved morphology, where coherent blocks are478

preserved during this motion (Figure 2).479

Our observations are summarized in Figure 13, which shows a cross-section across480

the landslide body (Figure 13), where we infer the basal geometry of the landslide rup-481

ture using all available information, including topography, multi-temporal GNSS veloc-482

ities and the Landsat-8 time-series. The velocity pattern is estimated separately during483

the advancing period (Figure 13a) and the retrogressive period (Figure 13b). Based on484
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Figure 13 and our observation of slow headblock motion with time, several mechanisms485

can be evoked to understand the subsequent landslide body acceleration: (1) overload-486

ing that provokes an increase in basal shear stress (Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2013), (2)487

fluctuations of pore-water pressure due to rapid loading (Iverson & LaHusen, 1989), and488

(3) stress increase due to headblock pushing (Nishii & Matsuoka, 2012). To help to ad-489

dress these questions, we look at the vertical motions from GNSS data (Figures 10 and490

11). GNSS velocities show a vertical anomaly during the retrogressive phase. This up-491

ward motion suggests that an increase in shear stress at the landslide base due to over-492

loading, or fluctuations in pore-water pressure do not contribute to the acceleration of493

the landslide body. Therefore, this vertical signal suggests either a bulk compression of494

the material, thrusting of the upper blocks over the lower ones, or a global tilt of the com-495

pressed blocks due to the vertical push from the new headblocks. From the Landsat-8496

dataset alone it is difficult to differenciate between a localized versus volumetric defor-497

mation, as the large correlation window size (32 pixels, i.e 480 m) smooths the displace-498

ment field over relatively large areas.499

Thrusting of the upper blocks over lower ones could be possible, although thrust500

faults are not observed in the field. Moreover, such thrust faults would not explain the501

succession of upward and then an anomalous downward motions (see Figure 10). Tilt-502

ing of the different blocks due to compression of the headblock is a plausible explana-503

tion classically used by dendrogeomorphologists (e.g. Clague, 2010), at least during the504

early phase of the headblock formation. Indeed, while the headblock failure surface is505

not sufficiently mature to start the tertiary creep phase, the headblock will push the lower506

block with a higher stress at the top of the lower block compared to the landslide base507

(see Figure 14). Therefore the headblock may act as a wedge (Figure 14), causing it to508

tilt downslope. Due to the separation of the landslide into several distinct blocks, this509

tilt may affect other downward blocks, in a domino fashion (Figure 14), thereby explain-510

ing the observed upward motion of all the other blocks (with decreasing magnitudes downs-511

lope).512

This wedge effect may occur during all periods of headblock formation and failure513

surface maturation. As soon as the block is sufficiently decoupled from the landscape,514

the tertiary creep phase begins, with sliding occuring along the newly generated failure515

surface. Consequently, during this second phase the headblock no longer acts as a wedge,516

but as a basal constraint. Thus tilting will stop and the normal mechanism of sliding along517

the failure surface will start again. This explanation is consistent with GNSS observa-518

tions that display vectors dipping back towards previous values (Figure 10). The anoma-519

lous downward motion immediately following the upward motion can thus be explained520

as a relaxation of the tilting once the sliding starts. This transient process of tilting is521

clearly observed in the GNSS data, with a short upward motion and no clear acceler-522

ation.523

The general acceleration observed after tilting suggests a push from the collapsed524

headblock on the downward mass. We should note that this general acceleration in the525

year after the headblock collapse spatially decreases down the landslide. Velocity increases526

by +135% at the top of the sliding mass, compared to +50% on its lower part (Figure527

12). Therefore, headblock pushing is efficient, at least over yearly time-scales. Our data528

suggests that the landslide velocity returns to the pre-retrogression phase values after529

only 2 years. When expressed in absolute values, the yearly acceleration is fairly con-530

stant over the whole landslide with around +13 m/year increase in velocity, except on531

the lowest block close to the river (+17 m/year). This highlights the strong coupling be-532

tween the upper blocks. We suspect the lowest block behaves differently because of the533

higher slope gradient coupled with the complex structure, in addition to a very well de-534

fined head scarp on this block.535
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Figure 13. (A) Profile of the mean horizontal velocity (in m/yr) over the A-B segment noted

in Figure 11. (B) Profile of the 2016 horizontal motion anomaly (in m) measured using equation

3. GNSS vectors are shown at 3 specific locations (with black arrows) in the distal plane for the

two periods: on subplot (A) is represented the mean velocity vector, on (B) is represented the

GNSS motion anomaly during the February 2016-May 2016 period, covering the period of the

crown initial destabilization. The different slip surface are estimated from both the topography,

the secondary scarps observed on the field and on the Pléiades DEM, and the GNSS velocity

pattern. Vertical scales is exagerated 3 times.
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Figure 14. Schematic representation of the mechanics of the Siguas landslide during the

initial phase of the headscarp retrogression.

6 Summary and Conclusions536

We focus our analysis on a major landslide in an arid desert initiated by anthro-537

pogenic forcing, i.e. water infiltration, which results either from local irrigation, or in-538

stallation of a nearby milk factory. Based on the analysis of more than 4 years of satel-539

lite images with frequent revisit times, we detect successive retrogressive and advanc-540

ing phases of the landslide motion. Once initiated, the landslide kinematics follows a self-541

entrainment process where the headscarp retrogression supplies the main landslide body,542

that in turn accelerates and then destabilizes the headscarp. The combination of satel-543

lite images and GNSS campaigns allows us to investigate the kinematics and mechan-544

ics of this destabilization process; which involves (1) an advancing phase, where sliding545

along the failure surface occurs, followed by (2) a retrogressive phase, where the slow fail-546

ure of the headblock provokes tilting of downward blocks and subsequent pushing of the547

entire landslide mass. Acceleration of the mass then occurs once its failure surface ma-548

tures, and all the blocks become well-connected.549

The detection and analysis of this transient motion was made possible thanks to550

the short revisit time of the Landsat-8 satellite, and the analysis of the derived time-series551

of ground displacement. This processing involved a new approach to correcting artifacts552

arising from illumination changes in the satellite images, thereby reducing uncertainties553

(RMSE) on the ground motion on the landslide, ∼ 1/10th of a pixel size in both hor-554

izontal directions. The validation of this method for medium resolution (10-15 m) freely555

available global satellite data is a new step toward their regular use for studying small556

(∼ 0.1 km2) and slow (∼ 1 m/yr) objects, such as landslides, rock- or ice- glaciers, and557

specifically for analyzing transient displacement signals. While the interest and devel-558

opment of community tools for processing InSAR time-series has exploded in recent years559

(e.g. Agram et al., 2013), few tools exist and are in place for deriving optical time-series.560

The combination of Landsat-7/8 and Sentinel-2 data, with 8 and 5 day revisit times re-561

spectively, can provide one image every 3 days at the equator, despite misregistration562

errors between orthoimages introduced during post-processing of the raw data (Storey563

et al., 2016). The generation of such detailed time-series over large regions will provide564

important constraints for studying the mechanics of gravitational motions in general, and565

understanding the deformation processes (both localized and bulk) that govern their de-566

velopment.567
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